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Survey results

In the week leading up to the event, the CASC team sent out a short SurveyMonkey questionnaire to all 150 delegates that had 

asked for a place on the Learn at Lunch. The survey was closed 48 hours prior to the event in order to allow CASC time to 

analyse the data and include the results as part of the presentation. A number of attendees on the event highlighted that they 

had not completed the survey, so we re-opened it for one week. In total, there were 75 returns. 

Q1: Who do you work for? (n=74)
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Q2: Please describe your current working situation? (n=75)

69.3
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17.3

Work exclusively/mostly from HOME

Work exclusively/mostly from WORK

Fairly equal split between HOME/WORK
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Q3: Do you prefer to work at home or at work? (n=73)

Survey results (continued)
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Q6: Have you read your organisation's 'work from home' policy? (n=72)

Q4: Where do you feel you work most productively? (n=74)
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Q5: Please rate your line manager in terms of supporting you to work from home (n=75)
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Yes
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As far as I know there is no policy
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Q7: Do you feel that at any point since March an inappropriate request has been made for you to go into work? (n=73)

Pre-event survey results (continued)
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Not Applicable, I always go into work
Not Applicable, I have not been asked

to go into
work

Not Applicable, I have not asked to
go to work
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In addition to the quantitative data we also asked a number of free-text questions (see below). As much as is possible, 

we have reviewed the responses and tried and to group answers into common themes.

Q8: What one thing do you like MOST about working from home? (n=72)

Three main themes emerged in response to this question:

Work / life flexibility (28 comments)

Less travelling (18 comments)

Find it easier to concentrate at home (14 comments).

Q9: What one thing do you like LEAST about working from home? (n=70)

Two main themes emerged in response to this question:

Loneliness / lack of contact with others  (36 comments)

Time management issues (9 comments).


